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Examination Number Three
Administered:  Friday, April 9, 1999
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Problem 1.
Water flows through the horizontal tube.  In order to compute the tube-side film heat transfer coefficient, tubeh  ,

we must guess the tube-side outlet temperature, out,tubeT , and iterate with respect to out,tubeT .  Use and

initial guess of K303T out,tube =  and perform one iteration up to the point where you have a new guess for

out,tubeT .  Along the way, show me the numerical values you obtain for (a) PrN , (b) ReN , (c) NuN , (d)

tubeh , (e) the rate of heat transfer THROUGH THE WATER FILM, q , and finally (f) out,tubeT .

Assume an average wall temperature value of K387Tw = .

Use Table A.2-11 of Geankoplis on page 862 for all physical properties: ρµ,,k,Cp  .

Problem 2.
Steam condenses on the shell-side.  The steam is at a pressure, kPa892P =  and is saturated.   Compute the

shell side film heat transfer coefficient, shellh .

Use Table A.2-9 of Geankoplis on page 857-858 for the saturation temperature, satshell TT = , and
latent heat of vaporization.  Use Table A.2-11 of Geankoplis on page 862 for all other physical properties.
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Assume an average wall temperature value of K387Tw = .

In addition to (a) shellh , report the value of (b) NuN ,  (c) write the equation used to calculate the

Nusselt number, and (d) the rate of heat transfer THROUGH THE STEAM FILM, q .

Problem 3.

Using tubeh , out,tubeT , and wT  from Problem (1) and shellh  from Problem (2), compute the overall heat

transfer coefficient based on the outside diameter, oU .

Along the way, in addition to (a) oU , report  (b) T∆ , and (c) the rate of heat transfer THROUGH THE

OVERALL SYSTEM (including both films and pipe), q .

Problem 4.

(a) Based on the results of Problem 1-3, were our assumptions of K387Tw =  and K303T out,tube =
good assumptions?  Explain.

 (b) Assuming it was not a good assumption, how would we proceed with our next iteration to obtain the real outlet
temperature of the water?


